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I remember my first experience of a MAANZ gathering so well. I was the lone West Australian and 
the first to attend a MAANZ symposium. I had no idea what to expect and was a little 
apprehensive. I thought that I was out of my depth. Little did I know that I would return to Perth as 
the WA Branch Representative with a membership of one! That was thirteen years ago.  

So who is Dorothy Burke?  Well, after a lengthy career in public service I now devote much of my 
time to mosaic related activities. 

My main areas of interest are teaching mosaic skills to others and working with communities on 
mosaic projects. I am fascinated by the history of mosaics and how our art form has changed and 
adapted over the centuries. 

In addition to my role in MAANZ, I am Chair of the Board of Management with William Langford 
Community House, a not-for-profit organisation that provides a range of services including 
emergency relief and counselling referrals to a largely multicultural community. 

As your new president, I hope to combine my love of mosaics with the skills and experience I have 
gained throughout my working life to steer the organisation to become an exciting, relevant and 
sustainable organisation.  

Since the AGM in September, a number of working groups have been established to address priority 
issues i.e membership, communications, and the next symposium. 

We are very excited to announce that the next symposium will be held in Geelong 15 to 19 
November 2024. Reserve the date and come and participate in the biggest gathering of mosaic 
madness to hit these shores for many years. Watch out for more information as the plans develop. 

From the President 
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 MAANZ future

Opus Oracle

The new MAANZ management committee has been very busy since the AGM working on 
several priorities. We have established working groups to look at and make 
recommendations on membership coordinated by Marian Shapiro, 
communications/document management coordinated by Amanda Tattam and the next 
symposium coordinated by Helen Bodycomb.  
  
We hope to have some preliminary recommendations shortly.  

In addition to the above we are looking at updating the website and will be considering 
potential opportunities to increase revenue and reviewing the MAANZ constitution. If you 
have expertise and are willing to assist by participating in a working group specifically in 
the areas of strategic and business planning, financial management, document 
management or have a legal background I would love to hear from you. 
  
president@maanz.org 

By Dorothy Burke, President 

Work begins to shape priorities 
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15-19 November, 2024 
 Geelong, Victoria

Maanz symposium & international 
exhibition 2024 

Our first in-person symposium for five years has just been approved by the MAANZ 
executive. It will be held in November 2024 in Geelong, the vibrant regional city in 
Victoria with loads of options for having an extended coastal holiday.  
  
A symposium committee has been set up to start organising this event.  
It will be our first time together since 2019 so put it in your diaries now and start 
planning! 
  
Keep an eye on your inbox for further announcements and registration details.



Adelaide, Brisbane, New Zealand, Tasmania, Melbourne and Wagga Wagga 
have all held exhibitions of the scarves. And there is more to come in 2023 

  
  

Australia and NZ galleries and libraries are hosting several displays as part 
of  "Hanging by a Thread" International mosaic for women and girls of 
Afghanistan 

Mosaic segments create tog

After a successful launch and display of our Mosaic for Afghan Women scarf display at the 
Brisbane Square Library on the International Day of Peace in September, we have now 
agreed to leave the mosaic on display in the library until the end of January 2023. If you are 
in or just visiting Brisbane and haven’t seen the display, we suggest you take the 
opportunity to do so.  
  
Catherine Conaty (one of the QLD reps) is organising some more ‘artist in resident’ sessions 
in the library for the extended display period to share our love of mosaics and promote 
MAANZ. Please let us know if you would like to be involved in these. 
  
We are still working on touring the exhibition through Queensland in 2023 and securing a 
permanent home for it after the tour. More information about where and when the mosaic 
will be coming to your area will be provided once the details are finalised. 

QLD launch - Brisbane Square Library 

Opus Oracle5



getherness

Dr Rita Anwari speaking at the QLD launch and 
above with supporters who attended the event 6



Melbourne launch 
Immigration Museum 

The Afghan community in Melbourne 
joined with mosaic artists and 
supporters at an event at the 
Victorian Immigration Museum on 13 
November. 
  
The scarf has been on display since 
September and it is hoped it can be 
displayed in regional Victoria too. In 
a powerful speech to the audience, 
Madaha explained how she had to 
flee Afghanistan and build a life in 
Australia and how important it was 
to remember and honour the rich 
culture that the Taliban was seeking 
to oppress with its brutality.   Some of the mosaic makers who 

made segments for the Victorian 
scarf

7 Opus Oracle
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Hanging by a Thread - New Zealand 

Nov 2022Is sue  39

The NZ scarf on show in October at the Whanganui Arts Centre. 



"The Taliban restricts women's freedom, education, social participation, and opportunity to 
move around and work. They violate women's and girls' rights most grossly. 

Women and girls who experience violence at home or in close relationships cannot escape 
this because there is no longer a system that can protect and support them. The country is 
hit by poverty and an economic and humanitarian crisis. The situation for people is 
desperate. The number of girls entering forced marriages is increasing. Babies having 
babies. 

Women protesters, the only group that has dared to protest against the Taliban's brutal 
rules, have been arrested, disappeared, and tortured. They have been detained for "moral 
corruption." 
  
The attacks on the rights of women and girls been so systematic and institutionalised, 
affecting every part of their lives, under the pretence of morality and religion. We cannot 
allow discrimination or violence to be justified on any grounds. 

 Today, and every other day, we cannot talk about peace, gender equality and the rights of 
women in the world, without reckoning with what we have allowed to happen to the 
women of Afghanistan. This has happened on our watch. We need to hold our leaders 
accountable. We cannot turn a blind eye to the suffering of the women and people of 
Afghanistan. We must act and demand action. 

On this international day, let’s forget all the differences based on religion, caste, and gender 
but join hands together to create the best future in the world.  
Happy International Day of Peace.” 

Behishta Anwar is from Kabul, Afghanistan and is vice president of the Afghan Australian 
Women's Association. This is an excerpt from her speech at the South Australian 
Migration Museum at the opening of the mosaic exhibition there in September on the 
International Day of Peace. The scarf will stay at the museum until January 2023.

Adelaide Migration Museum   
International Day of Peace 
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Behishta Anwar, and below with 
members of the Afghan community 

I s sue  39 Nov 2022
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The NSW Mosaic for Afghan Women 
“Hanging by a Thread” will be at the 
Wagga Wagga Art Gallery until Sunday 
15 January 2023.  
  
 A big thank you to the over 50 NSW 
mosaic artists and community members 
who have created this giant glass mosaic 
as part of a worldwide project to draw 
attention to the social and economic 
conditions of Afghan women and girls 
after the Taliban takeover.  
  
 A huge thank you to our outgoing NSW 
MAANZ rep Francessa O’Donnell for co-
ordinating and planning the NSW scarf 
and all those who helped put the mural 
together and transport it to Wagga - a 
mammoth task! 
  
 This important international project is a 
wonderful testament to the support of the 
plight of Afghan women. Thank you also 
to Kristin Wohlers and Beate Linckelmann 
who have put so much time into 
supporting MAANZ branches to make this 
happen.  
If you are in Wagga please drop in to 
check it out. We would love you to send a 
photo of yourself along side and send it to 
the NSW MAANZ team 
(nswrep@maanz.org) so we can post it on 
the  MAANZ Facebook page and in 
newsletters. Someone who recently 
viewed it at Wagga relayed it looks 
beautiful and they found it very moving. 

In January the display will move to other 
locations before a joint Australian 
exhibition of the state scarves occurs later 
in 2023. These NSW locations are still 
being determined so if you have a contact 
in a gallery, council, library or multicultural 
centre where it could be displayed, please 
contact Annie Balcomb 
(nswrep@maanz.org) with details. It 
would be wonderful to see it on a 
travelling roadshow around NSW.  
To celebrate the project NSW postcards 
have been printed. They have a photo of 
the mosaic scarf on the front and the 
names of all who participated in the 
project on the reverse alongside the 
sponsors. 

NSW display update - Wagga Wagga

In WA, the City of Gosnells has agreed to 
permanently hang the completed mosaic 
in the foyer of Amherst Village 
Community Centre in Canningvale. 
Members in WA are continuing to 
assemble the pieces and get the work to 
the next stage. The Men's Shed in the 
Gosnells is likely to be involved. 

WA scarf to be permanently 
displayed 
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Above: members of the Afghan community with the Mayor of Wagga Wagga Dallas Tout 
at the opening of the exhibition. Below: members of the Women's Friendship group with 
MAANZ Tasmanian rep Yvette Hallam and the Mayor of Launceston Albert Van Zetten 

I s sue  39  Nov  2022



Tasmania "Hanging by a Thread" tour dates 

Devonport Dec-Jan 2022-23

Deloraine - November 2022 Georgetown Mar 2023 
 

Hobart May 2022-23
RANT Arts building, front window display.  
  

Little Laneway, Empire Hotel. Incorporated into 
the Windows of Deloraine exhibition and 
displayed over the dates of the Deloraine Arts & 
Crafts Fair.

Moonah Arts Centre (TBC)

Outer Cover Creative Inc., Mooney 
Gallery, with potential inclusion at 
the Don Mario’s Car Show and 
Street Markets.

"Everywhere the scarf goes it creates a lot of interest which draws attention to the 
plight of the Afghan women and girls, which is exactly what the project is all 
about," says Yvette Hallam. 

Seteyesh performed a beautiful dance at the 
opening of the scarf exhibition in Launceston

Opus Oracle



Funding for the project - Thank you to sponsors  

We are very grateful for the financial support we have received for 
the project.   
The seed funding gained from the UN International Year of Glass 
2022 is assisting state organisers to pay for expenses. Thank you 
to Radiant Heating WA (produces Thermasheet) and Mapei  (who 
has supplied adhesive for free)  

   
  
As part of the events of the International Year of Glass decreed by the 
United Nations, a dozen scarves will be installed around the world.  

Our contributions in Australia and New Zealand are registered and 
recognised by the UN IYoG 2022. 
  
Exhibitions are also being held in United States, France, Canada, Germany, 
Italy, Spain and Tunisia.  
Updates on the project are on the “Mosaic for Afghan Women” Facebook 
page.  
  
Get in touch with your rep or Kristin or Beate for further details  
WohlersKristin@gmail.com  

I s sue  39  Nov  2022 14
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What is your stumbling block?

Challenges come from all places when we are 
making mosaics. 

Are you stuck with adhesives? colour choices? 
substrates? 

 and, the topic everyone loves to hate...grout? 
  

 Send us your questions and  
 we will try to find answers.  

  
 In the next Opus Oracle Helen Bodycomb, 

Victorian MAANZ branch representative will dive 
right in to tackle your dilemmas. 

 
Contact 

 newsletter@maanz.org

Opus Oracle

https://maanz.org/page-paid-members/


Caption 
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I believe it’s a win for us all when 
mosaics are commissioned for public 
landmarks in Australia, because public 
mosaics in prominent locations help to 
educate large numbers of viewers, and to 
elevate mosaic as an artform in this 
country.  
  
 So I thought it was worth sharing a few 
new works of mine, commissioned 
through Romanis Trinham Collaborations 
for the new Spirit of Tasmania Ferry 
Terminal in Geelong.  

Public art commission -Spiri
by Helen Bodycomb
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it of Tasmania Ferry Terminal 

Part of a larger midden installation designed in consultation with 
Wadawurrung traditional owners, the mosaic elements are both mussel shell-
inspired works in Mexican smalti and whole glass pizze from Donà in 
Spilimbergo. I inlaid the mosaics into big basalt boulders (6 tonne and 8 
tonne), very skilfully cut by Lead Artist Glenn Romanis. Thank you to my 
mosaic helpers on this project; Carolina Zanelli, Cetta Pilati, Chris Baines, Ruth 
MacLaren, Simon Harvest, Judith Watson and Cheryl Hann-Woodlock.

I s sue  39  Nov  2022



South Australian exhibition success

The South Australian exhibition was 
a tremendous success. We had 88 
participants and exhibited 120 
beautiful mosaics.  

The Judges Helen Bodycomb and 
Dorothy Burke had a very hard job 
deciding on the winners for the 
different categories. Dividing the 
prize money worked very well and 
many mosaicists walked away with a 
prize and very constructive 
comments about their artworks.   

By Kristin Wohlers, SA branch rep

A huge thank you to the team of 
South Australian MAANZ members 
who made this exhibition a success – 
there is a lot of work behind the 
scenes – answering questions during 
registration, handling all the 
registrations and payments, making 
sure the photos are labelled correctly, 
unpacking, sorting, positioning, 
hanging artworks straight (laser does 
the trick!), judging, selling, pick up, 
packaging and sending off…and 
while this is all happening a few 
instagram posts and lots on 
facebook. 

Judges Helen Bodycomb and Dorothy Burke at the Pepper St,  Art 
Centre, Magill Adelaide

Opus Oracle



 

"Hope" 
Deanna  
Kernick 
1st prize

Judges' comments 
  
Impact, message, technique, 
balance between powerful 
metaphor, gripping concept with 
'beauty'. Unified, evokes emotion 
in the viewer, ungrouted. (Grout is 
not a default of mosaic.)

Artist statement  
  
  
 "I love to work with colour but I cannot 
visualise colour in the horror and 
destruction of war other than the 
brilliance of a golden sunflower, a symbol 
of hope and strength to rise through the 
ashes."  
  
 All proceeds from the sale of this mosaic 
were donated to Ukrainian refugees. 

20I s sue  39  Nov  2022

All works in 
this exhibition 
were 20x20cm



Judges' comments 
  
Visual impact meets 
artist's statement, matt 
(marble/gloss (smalti) 
well drawn using smalti 
for its cut face, two 
colours, undulating 
andamento, dynamic and 
good use of sdoppiamento

"Meet me in the 
middle"  
Barb Uhlenbruch 
2nd prize 
  
 

Artist's statement 
  
This work explores the concept of opposites - dipping a 
toe and maybe taking a walk on the opposite side to see 
a different point of view.

Opus Oracle



"The Path of Fear" 
 Francessca O'Donnell 
 3rd prize

Judges' comments 
  
Successful integration of 
disparate materials, slate, 
smalti, stone and bone, matt 
and refractive, strong 
message, colour theory at 
work. 
Concept to speak about the 
significant journey and 
experience of our First 
Nations People

Artist's statement  
  
 This mosaic represents the journey travelled by Indigenous people since invasion.  
Systemic racism has robbed them of their culture, their land, their population, their 
families and their language. Indigenous populations across the world have travelled a 
rocky path of fear, bloodshed and death. Whilst there are slow steps towards 
reconciliation, inequality, ongoing racism and generational trauma still surrounds 
them.

22I s sue  39  Nov  2022
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Judges comments 
  
Enigmatic, beautifully 
balanced, witty, exerting an 
effect on the viewer, can 
almost smell and taste this 
work. 

 "Sugar Rush"  
 Elizabeth Shipley  
 Great Idea 
  
 

Artist's statement 
  
I am attracted to bright colours and joy 
filled objects.  Mosaics allows me to 
produce items that contain both.  I also 
love liquorice all sorts!  Smalti has perfect, 
bright colours to work with and creates 
an interesting textural effect



"Thoughts and 
Prayers" 
Katrina Spencer 
Judge's prize  
(Helen Bodycomb)

Artist's statement 

 By June 2022 there had been 314 mass 
shootings and over 22,000 people killed 
by guns in the US. This piece is about 
my anger and frustration at the inept 
actions and prioritising of lobby groups 
over the lives and liberty of children and 
teens. It is made of black and brass 
bullet casings and blood red smalti.  
  
  
 

Judge's comments 
  
It is difficult to focus on a 
dark concept within an 
artform – and in this case, a 
competition – in which 
conventions of ‘beauty’ are so 
highly valued. It is equally 
difficult to successfully use 
found objects, (in this case 
bullet casings) and with 
minimal alterations to the 
materials, create an arresting 
work with them.

 WA State Exhibition  
 1 to 19 March 2023. 

 ZigZag Gallery  
 Kalamunda 

 see WA news for further details 
24I s sue  39  Nov  2022



"Ageing gracefully" Alana Preece 
Judge's prize  
Dorothy Burke

Judge's comments 
  
Caught my eye immediately, soft 
pastel materials, a great choice for 
the silver gum, contrasting materials, 
hard/reflective materials, mirror and 
opaque glass., transitioning stages of 
blossom.

Artist statement  
  
 The poignant beauty of this blossoming 
tree (Eucalyptus sideroxylon rosea) 
captured my attention two years ago, 
when moving my very elderly mum, from 
independent living in a lifestyle village, 
across the road into aged care. The tree 
grows between the two facilities. 
Against a graceful, dependable, ever 
present, leafy backdrop, fragile, delicate 
blooms live their cycle – budding, 
blooming, fading, fruiting – each perfect in 
its purpose. 

Two boards encourage our view from one 
stage to another. 
  
Mirror heightens fragility and reflects us – 
existing somewhere between being and 
not being…in the ever fluid progression of 
life. 

Opus Oracle
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"Line Dancing"  
Marian Shapiro 
Creative Sponsored  
prize

Judge's comments 
  
Visually impactful, vivid aqua 
smalti against unglazed ceramic, 
undulating subustrate, active 
interstices (active as design 
elements).

Artist's statement 
  
"Line Dancing" is an exploration of line, texture and andamento working within a 
limited colour palette.  Inside a 20 x 20 substrate, 20 little sections are both 
separate and connected.  The line which dances and meanders across the 
undulating substrate varies in width and tonal value but paradoxically works as a 
unifying link across the separate areas of the work.

I s sue  39  Nov  2022



"A Blast of Winter" 
Penelope Craig, 
Mosaic Bazaar 
Sponsored Prize

Judges' comments 
  
 Use of smalti, contemporary 
method with no andamento, colour 
gradation with gentle transitions- 
the use of 'colour sporchi' 
emphasis on the background 
rather than on the twig or crack. 

Artist's statement  
  
 The passing of time is watching light in 
motion, expanding and contracting as it 
heralds in the turning of the seasons. It is 
the contemplation of light through its 
many hues and shades as the seasons 
advance. The relentless browns bleached 
yellows and dusty greens of the long hot 
summer. The  intense chilly greys , whites 
and purples as winter blasts through. 
Leaving in its wake a rich palette of 
greens fancy reds and warm sunny 
yellows as spring unfolds . Thus the 
revolving colour wheel marks the passing 
of a year  again and again and again. 

Opus Oracle
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"Ice pancakes"  
Kristin Wohlers 
Special mention  
 

Judges' comments  
  
Innovative material use, 
challenging conventions of what 
mosaic is, flash of orange.

Artist's statement  
  
 An assemblage of pancake ice - the stage when pack 
ice starts to freeze together and forms a solid layer of 
ice as temperatures fall from March onwards. In 2022 
the ice layer in Antarctica is at its smallest in recent 
times.  
The individual ‘ice pancakes’ are made from grogged 
clay and recycled bottle glass – fired under the shelf of 
Kate’s pots kiln as a by-product – not using extra 
energy.  
  
The orange triangle is a life vest? A piece of 
complementary colour? A warning? 

I s sue  39  Nov  2022
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Judges' comments 
  
 Clearly about fire, a striking work, 
use of materials, the sparks and 
radiating andamento

Artist's statement  
  
"On a recent camping trip sitting around 
the campfire, I thought that there is 
beauty and warmth from fire and thought 
about how I could capture that in a 
mosaic. On reflection and knowing that 
bush and forest fires across the globe are 
increasing in intensity and size due to the 
actions of humans, I realised that fire can 
have devastating consequences for the 
environment and humans. I have tried to 
capture the beauty and warmth of fire as 
well as capture the devastation it can 
cause to the landscape."

"We watch the world Burn"  Elaine Spence 
Special mention  



Judges' comments 
  
 Use of colour, a distinctive work 

Artist's statement  
  
"This mosaic is one of three pieces 
inspired by the intricacies of colour, 
texture and line that I observe during my 
beach walks. The circular motion 
expresses that sense of being immersed 
in and surrounded by the richness and 
beauty of our coastlines.

"Seascape 3"  Anne Allen 
Special mention  

30I s sue  39  Nov  2022



NSW Branch NEWS
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nswrep@maanz.org

  
But first, we must acknowledge the 
unstinting service of Francessca (Chess) 
O’Donnell in her role as MAANZ rep for 
this State for seven years. The fact that 
Chess is being replaced not by one, but by 
three reps speaks volumes about the 
indefatigable energy that she brought to 
the role. Although we three still have a 
good deal to absorb in order to get up to 
speed, it is thanks to Chess, that the 
handover has gone smoothly, so far. 
We will introduce ourselves in future 
issues of Opus Oracle. In the meantime, 
enjoy the beautiful winning mosaics from 
our exhibition. 

Xanthe Wells

Annie Balcomb

Linda Weiss

Hello to the MAANZ community from 
the new team of MAANZ reps for 
NSW – Annie Balcomb, Linda Weiss 
and Xanthe Wells. We have much to 
report on our recent branch 
exhibition.
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Exhibitions can help you gain 
confidence as an artist and 
contrary to a common 
misconception, they are for 
everyone - not just well-
established artists. 

The NSW Branch exhibition was held at 
Gallery 107, Redfern, Sydney, 19-28 
October. Thank you to all who entered! 
Just under fifty works were exhibited and 
we thank Alison Booth and Susan 
McDonald for judging the entries. Thank 
you to the sponsors of the prizes - a total 
of nine generous awards. The winners are 
shown from page 33. 
  
The winning entries are shown on the 
following pages together with judges’ 
comments and sponsor names. 
Congratulations to the winning artists! In 
addition, six pieces were sold during the 
exhibition. 
A huge thank you to all who helped bring 
this exhibition to fruition.It would not have 
been possible without the help of 
Francessca, Andrea, Kate, Marian, Linda, 
Caitlin, Inge, April, Mia, Xanthe, Galia, 
Birgit, Brett, Steve, John, Winnie and 
Debbie. We also thank Helen, the gallery 
coordinator. 

Noula's farewell book 
If you were unable to make it 

to the farewell event for Noula, 
Marian Shapiro has produced 
a tribute book for the MAANZ 

Founding President.  
  

 Now available in the members 
section of the MAANZ website.  

  

I s sue  39  Nov  2022
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NSW exhibition winners 
Best in Show 
Galia Menin 
“The Nature Of Bark”

Judges' comments  
  
 “Inspirational use of materials 
showing personal investigation 
from the artist’s immediate 
environment. The flow of the 
andamento complementing the 
integration of mixed media. A 
beautiful connection between 
mosaic and form.” 

Artist's statement 
  
The inspiration for this piece was a sheet 
of bark that came from a eucalyptus tree 
in my garden. I love the variations in the 
shapes of bark and also the variations in 
texture. There are so many possibilities 
that arise from so many different forms of 
bark. This is just one of them.

Thank to sponsors  
The Marble Mosaic Store and 
MAANZ
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"Beauty Lies Beneath" 
 Pip Enever 
Judge's choice (Susan 
McDonald)

Judges' comments  
  
Strong execution of shape, form and 
andamento. The narrative is relative 
and coherent. A strong meaning to the 
work which warrants an investigation 
of the idea. Mastery of technique. 

Artist statement 
  
The strength and resilience of Afghan women is the inspiration for 
my work. I wanted to show that beneath the coarse material of the 
traditional blue burqa, lies beauty and humanity. This beauty is 
symbolised in the wearing of richly embroidered dresses which 
connect with culture. The making of the dresses is a form of self- 
expression where girls and women can sew their colourful dreams. I 
constantly mused over the fact that Afghan women were no longer 
able to freely express themselves creatively as I was. They may 
remain hidden by the burqa, but true beauty lies beneath.

Thanks to sponsors  
Mosaic Bazaar and MAANZ

I s sue  39  Nov  2022



"Final Resting Place" 
 Francessca O'Donnell 
 Judge's choice (Alison Booth)

Judges' comments  
  
A coherently sustained work that 
examines the integration of a highly 
personal collection of materials 
through a mastery of andamento and 
technical refinement. Highly refined 
and sensitive marriage of idea and 
materials.

Artist statement  
  
 I have been collecting small, rusted 
pieces for years, often near the edges of 
waterways and drains. This mosaic 
symbolises the final resting place of these 
pieces. Once shiny, used and valued, now 
discarded, washed away through drains 
and into a final settling place. To an artist 
these pieces are a treasure trove of 
inspiration, to others, just rubbish to be 
forgotten.

Thanks to sponsors  
Smalti Australia and MAANZ

NSW exhibition winners 
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 "Loss is not a straight line" 
 Deslee Hancock 
 Highly commended 1

Judges' comments  
  
  
"A flowing investigation of idea and 
materials beautifully running down the 
piece. It’s sense of fluidity, loss is 
transformed by its material practice.” 

Artist statement  
  
 A Musing on Loss in Our World and Lives: 
Loss is not a straight line 
Loss is fluid 
flowing around under inbetween, 
washing away 
depleting 
moving changing 
inexorable 
leaving hints, reminders 
and possibilities. 
So to the materials, 
formed in the cradle of bark 
fluid lines of stone 
embedded time 
molten elements from the earth 
transformed.

Thanks to sponsors  
Artopia and Mandala Art
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"Always Was I" 

Biljana Pop Stefanija 
Highly commended 

Judges' comments  
  
Wonderful execution of design, colour 
and composition. A strong narrative 
and investigation. Personalisation of 
materials and expression.” 

Thanks to sponsors  
Artopia and Mandala Art

Artist's statement  
  
  
 "ALWAYS WAS, ALWAYS WILL BE" was 
the 2020 NAIDOC week slogan, an 
acknowledgment of country and First 
Nation people, occupying and caring for 
the land for more than 65,000 years. 
Therefore the title of my mosaic, one of 
the series. Only when I visited Uluru/NT, 
after years of living in Australia, I felt a 
deep connection to the Land, the 
landscapes, Aboriginal stories and 
legends. Their invisible songlines, crossing 
the sunburnt continent, connecting the 
same heritage and story tellers' tribes, are 
maybe the lesson we all need to learn: 
that we are all ONE, deeply connected 
with all humanity, nature, all living world.

Opus Oracle
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"Memories are Made of This" 
  
Marian Shapiro 
Highly commended 

Judges' comments  
  
Very well executed, in design and 
colour with great use of andamento 
and personalised objects to reflect 
the narrative. Nice use of multiple 
viewpoints.” 

Thanks to sponsors  
Artopia and Mandala Art

Artist statement  
  
  
"This work loosely references the 
mnemonic system of Giordano Bruno, 
where symbols held on a circular grid 
reference objects which link to specific 
memories. As well as traditional mosaic 
materials, I also used the mundane 
domestic debris such as beads, earrings, 
typewriter keys, and keys; ordinary generic 
objects which hold specific memories. 
Hand knitted, recycled wire holds and 
wraps the work."
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"Morning Kiss" 
April Keogh 
Highly commended 

Judges' comments  
  
Great use of tesserae and andamento: 
creating a personalisation of influence 
whilst exploring the theme. 

Thanks to sponsors  
 Mandala ArtArtist's statement  

  
  
 This is a mosaic of many materials including smalti, marble, slate, copper, gems, and 
stones. I enjoy using these materials to create an image that will tell you a beautiful story. 
The colours of the materials used are not bright, but the tonal values create the falling 
bedspread and sheets, and the andamento creates the movement that makes the focus 
point of the two figures in the bed. I was influenced by Toulouse Lautrec’s pastel sketches Le 
Lit where the pastel movements and colours can be interpreted by mosaics.  
The lovers are female.
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"Shattered earth" Samuel Kirby  
Innovation award 
  
  
 

Judges' comments  
  
A demonstration of innovation in 
mosaic, pushing the boundaries but 
still encapsulating the “theme”. 

Artist statement  
  
 Post-construction ceramic waste often 
becomes landfill. Using bricks and brick 
remnants exhumed from the clay soils 
surrounding my unit in Western Sydney, 
"Shattered Earth" explores narratives of 
landscape modification associated with 
urban development. Thanks to sponsors  

Axess glass  and Merlin 
Mosaica
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"Elissa: After the plague" 
Linda Weiss 
People's choice award

Chosen by a ballot from votes cast by 
attendees at the first night of the 
exhibition 
Thanks to sponsors  
Oz Mosaics and Mandala Art

Artist's statement  
  
  
"ELISSA - After the Plague (2021). I 
wanted to draw on something classical 
that could also offer a reference to our own 
predicament, given that it was made 
during our Covid plague. Bocaccio’s 
Decameron came to mind, published 
during the 14th century's Black Death. One 
of the storytellers, ELISSA, seemed to 
articulate both the sorrow and the hope of 
our own predicament. I have sought to 
convey both these emotional states: her 
sorrow through the expression of the eyes, 
and the hope for better times through the 
wearing of jewellery, suggesting there may 
be some fun party times ahead.

Opus Oracle



An ancient mosaic embedded in a wall at the Australian War Memorial in 
Canberra has become the subject of controversy with some saying it is a stolen 
antiquity. 

The Shellal mosaic is the remains of an early Byzantine church floor dating from 
561-562 AD constructed at the end of the “Golden Age’ of Justinian 1. It was dug 
up by Australian signallers in April 1917 who were stationed in the small 
Egyptian village of Shellal on the banks of the Nile. The Australians soldiers 
thought they were saving the mosaic.  

But others disagree and now Palestinians and the Israeli Antiquities Authority 
say it should be returned to Shellal.  

Controversy erupts over 'stolen' mosaic

The Shellal mosaic at the Australian War Memorial            Credit: AWM

by Amanda Tattam
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The fascinating story of the mosaic has 
been the subject books and articles but a 
recent ABC  investigation involved 
interviews from leaders in Palestine and 
Israel who say the mosaic should be 
returned to its birthplace. Osama 
Hamdan, who works at the Jericho 
Mosaic Centre and Dr Jon Seligman of the 
Israeli Antiquities Authority told the ABC 
they though the mosaic did not belong in 
Australia. 
  
 The Shellal mosaic has also been studied 
by Dr Emily Robertson, from the 
Australian National University. In in a blog 
published on the AWM website Dr 
Robertson explores the complex path the 
mosaic took after it left Shellal. 
  
 "The mosaic captured the imagination of 
many people, for a number of reasons. 
Firstly, it was a beautiful antiquity, and 
certainly not something that people 
growing up in Australia at the beginning 
of the 20th century would have seen. The 
Mosaic represents a crucial period when 
Hellenic pagan culture began to meld 
with Christian symbolism.  
  
 Exotic beasts, such as the flamingos and 
lions which inhabit the mosaic, would 
have entranced the soldiers."

The Australian War Memorial has 
confirmed that the mosaic is undergoing 
restoration and not open to the public. In 
a statement for Opus Oracle, a 
spokesperson said: 

"The Australian War Memorial is 
committed to acknowledging and 
understanding how artefacts enter the 
National Collection. When the Shellal 
Mosaic was installed in 1941 it was 
securely adhered to a structural wall 
beneath the Hall of Memory. The 
Memorial would not accept an item such 
as this today and any repatriation is 
complex and it may further damage what 
remains of this precious work.” 

The Shellal Mosaic is explored 
in    episode 3 of "Stuff the British 
Stole" on ABC iview

https://www.awm.gov.au/articles/blog/the-shellal-mosaic
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-11-15/shellal-mosaic-australian-war-memorial/101570464
https://iview.abc.net.au/show/stuff-the-british-stole


QUeensland Branch news

Catherine Conaty - Brisbane

Paul Perry - Bargara 

Tani Bates - Cairns 

We held our first Zoom get-together in 
October and were pleased that a number 
of members from across Queensland 
could join in. We were able to introduce 
ourselves, hear an update on the results 
of the Qld Members Survey and share a 
few ideas on the best way we can 
engage members and serve their needs. 
The Reps will be meeting soon to plan the 
program for the next 6 months. We aim to 
hold Zoom meetings every 6 to 8 weeks 
covering a range of practical mosaicing 
topics. One meeting will simply be a Q & A 
session, so please send us your burning 
questions and we’ll organise an ’expert’ to 
be on-line to answer them. 
Many members expressed an interest in 
regional ‘face-to-face’ get-togethers 
every six months or so. We are looking for 
members who would be willing to host 
these across the state, so let us know if 
this is something you’d like to do. 
  
A number of members also shared how 
excited they were to have contributed to 
the Mosaic for Afghan Women (MFAW) 
project and would like to participate in 
more community-based mosaic projects. 
We are still ‘mopping up’ after the MFAW 
project but are always open to hearing 
your ideas about supporting good causes. 

Keeping connected across the 
state
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We’re always welcome your 
feedback on all things mosaic. So, 
drop us an email with your 
comments or thoughts. Also, 
please use the MAANZ Qld 
Facebook page to show us your 
work, ask your questions and 
engage in mosaic conversations.

‘"Hanging by a Thread" Mosaics for 
Afghan Women Project Update 
After a successful launch and display of 
our Mosaic for Afghan Women scarf at 
the Brisbane Square Library on the 
International Day of Peace in September, 
we have now agreed to leave the mosaic 
on display in the library until the end of 
January 2023. If you are in or just visiting 
Brisbane and haven’t seen the display, we 
suggest you take the opportunity to do so.  
  
Catherine Conaty is organising some 
more ‘artist in resident’ sessions in the 
library for the extended display period to 
share our love of mosaics and promote 
MAANZ. Please let us know if you would 
like to be involved in these. 
We are still working on touring the 
exhibition through Queensland in 2023 
and securing a permanent home for it 
after the tour. More information about 
where and when the mosaic will be 
coming to your area will be provided once 
the details are finalised. 

Tani has taken on the task of activating the QLD MAANZ Facebook 
group and encouraging members to engage with each other through 
this page. A reminder that if you are in QLD and not on Facebook, 
please consider joining, as it is a great visual opportunity to see what 
our fellow members are up to. And if you are a Facebook user, check 
out the page, add your comments and even post an image of your 
latest work. 

QLD MAANZ Facebook group

Opus Oracle
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South Australian Branch News

Kristin Wohlers 
SA Rep

sarep@maanz.org

Ju ly  2022Is sue  39  

The South Australian mosaic group,  will 
be running an exhibition in October 2023 
at Pepper Street Art Centre. We are in the 
process of working out the theme – it will 
be connected to the land, the hills, and the 
sea - and the UN Decade of Oceans. 
There will be no size restriction and 
sculptures are welcome! (I’d say go wild 
and crazy). There will definitely a 
sculpture prize.  

We are seeking sponsorship for this 
exhibition from mosaic businesses, any 
related businesses and possibly a grant to 
assist with postage etc. This will be 
advertised on the MAANZ website in the 
new year – we just have to finalise the 
format, conditions and hosting body.  
  

  
We will be holding more Artist in 
Residence events on Saturdays  Helen 
Blackman commented: I was Artist in 
Residence for the Afghan Scarf project for 
two hours one cold, windy, wet Sunday. A 
few people paused to look at the mosaic 
before hurrying away. Few groups came 
into the museum, but three did come over 
to chat about the mosaic. The children 
were interested to make the connection 
with mosaic style activities at school. One 
lovely lady was one of the country 
contributors, so she was also able ask 
about access to mosaic lessons on 
specific techniques in SA.” The artist in 
residence program gives the public an 
opportunity to connect with artists who 
contributed and are mosaicists. 

Artist in residence afternoons. 

The mosaic mural "Remembering 
courageous women" (stage 1) will be 
installed at Apex Park Gawler in Gawler 
SA will be launched at the end of 
November. 

The annual MAANZ get together will 
be on Saturday 3 December at the 
Migration Museum. Details to come 
via email to SA members.  

Gawler mosaic mural  
 

The annual MAANZ get together 
will be on Saturday 3 December at 
the Migration Museum. Details to 
come via email to SA members. 



Tasmanian branch news 

Member get-togethers 
  
The weather is warmer and the days are 
longer so let’s get together to chat, share 
and have some fun.  A number of 
members have spoken of coming together 
in the past for informal workshops, 
sharing of ideas and just generally having 
some fun.  I would like to invigorate this 
activity.  
  
Please email me if you are interested in 
joining some casual get-togethers and 
also if you would like to host one.   I would 
be happy to start off with a meet up in my 
studio in Launceston where we can play 
with glass-on-glass technique and make 
some mini suncatchers.  We can hook up 
a video zoom for anyone not able to travel 
to each other’s location. 

Community Projects 
Red Cross, Connected Women Tasmania 
  
  
I have been speaking with Susan Kenyi, 
from Red Cross.  She is interested in a 
mosaic art project with the Connected 
Women group in Launceston. 
The Connected Women Project aims to 
bring together local and migrant women, 
to build social connection through fun 
activities such as walking, cooking, 
dancing, makeup, art.   
They have been making a collective, 
group cloth which we are looking to 
mount on a board and frame in a 
collection of mosaics.  Susan and I are 
meeting with the group on Monday 5 
December to work out the details. We are 
looking for one additional person to work 
with me and this lovely group in a couple 
of short mosaic workshops in the new 
year.   
Please contact me if you are interested in 
being involved. 

Yvette Hallam Tas rep

NEBHUB 
In the last Oracle, I wrote about a project with NEBHUB to spruce up their windows 
with some glass-on-glass mosaics.    I received a couple of responses from members 
keen to work on this project.  Thank you very much for your interest.  Unfortunately, I 
have not been able to lock down a start date for this with NEBHUB, but I will let you 
know once details are finalised. 

Opus Oracle
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Want to meet new people and get involved? 
Have an idea for a project or event?  

 Contact your branch rep!

warep@maanz.org

nzrep@maanz.org

sarep@maanz.org

nswrep@maanz.org

qldrep@maanz.org

vicrep@maanz.org

tasrep@maanz.org

Kristin Wohlers

Sharon Pine and Elly Fijn 

Paul Perry, Cairo Conaty,  
 Tani Bates 

Helen Bodycomb, Bev Plowman, 
Barb Uhlenbruch

Yvette HallamJanette Huston 

Annie Balcomb 
 Linda Weiss 
 Xanthe Wells
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Janette Huston 
WA Rep

Western Australian Branch news

warep@maanz.org

I have been doing mosaics now for about 
25 years. I discovered MAANZ when I 
went to the Glen Forrest PS Fete, 
about  8-10 years ago and there was a 
local mosaic group there and they were 
using mesh, which I hadn’t seen before. 
They suggested I join MAANZ which I did 
immediately. I went to the workshops and 
to the superb Red Gum retreat in 
Dwellingup , which I am a regular. I 
attended the Tasmania and Canberra 
Symposiums, which I loved. So many 
talented artists! 
I like using found objects, Op shop 
substrates etc for my work. I don’t use 
tiles anymore, mosaic/mixed media I 
would call it. Love doing micro mosaics, 
the small stuff, although currently doing a 
mannequin using  eco-dyed cotton, 
dismantled watches and mosaics!  
I am building a team of Regional 
Ambassadors, but Dorothy is still involved 
in the Community Projects (her thing), Red 
Gum Retreat (She does a fab job) and the 
exhibition in March next year.  I'm pleased 
I'm not not flying alone. 

Janette is from Gidgegannup and is 
the new WA rep.  

  

Did you know WA has 6 regional 
ambassadors who organise local events 
and studio visits. Get in touch with 
Janette or check out your state 
newsletter to find the ambassador for 
your area. 

Opus Oracle

The WA bi-annual exhibition will be 
held 1 to 19 March 2023 at the Zig 
Zag Gallery in Kalamunda.  
  
Opening night will be Friday 3 
March. The theme for the exhibition 
is ‘Cala Munnda a Home in the 
Forest’.  
  
 There will also be an ‘Open’ 
category so we hope that many of 
you will consider entering a piece of 
your work. Entries close on Friday 
27 January 2023. 
Further information concerning 
prizes etc will be available shortly. 

WA exhibition details March 2023



nzrep@maanz.org

New Zealand Branch news

Ellie Fijn  
NZ rep 
Nelson 

Sharon Pine NZ rep 
Dunedin and 
MAANZ secretary 

Kia Ora  
I am passionate about mosaics. I have been learning now for 
about 10 years now! I like to try different styles and favour a 
sculptural look though lately have been using glass to make 
portraits of my nine grandchildren (five to go!) 
  
I love being able to access online learning as well as in person 
classes. 
  
My studio is in Nelson, Aotearoa and I enjoy a view out to the 
sea which certainly helps fuel my creativity. There aren’t a lot of 
us doing mosaics in Nelson so it’s great to tap into groups like 
MAANZ for inspiration and to form new relationships. 
  
  

Sharon Pine, new NZ branch rep 
 Greetings from Dunedin, My name is Sharon Pine and I’m 
the new joint NZ rep with Ellie Fijn.  I’ve been mosaicking for 
about 20 years, after a friend introduced me to it when I was 
visiting one weekend – and I was instantly hooked.  I started 
out using mainly vintage china but over the years have 
moved onto experimenting with other materials and I’m 
currently obsessed with smalti and slate.  

For many years I didn’t know of any other mosaic artists in 
Dunedin and worked alone in a garden shed (affectionately 
referred to as the ‘shedio’), so I really enjoy the opportunity 
that MAANZ (and also NZ Mosaic Art – I’m currently their 
Treasurer) have given me to make connections and 
friendships with other like-minded folk in New Zealand and 
Australia.   
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New Zealand Branch news
Several MAANZ members took part in the 
recent New Zealand Mosaic Art National 
Exhibition which was held at Whanganui 
Arts – at the Centre from 21 October to 
13 November.  We were thrilled to be 
joined by some of our Australian friends – 
Helen Bodycomb as keynote speaker and 
judge, along with Kristen Wohlers, Marg 
Shaw and Catherine Conaty, all of whom 
ran workshops over the opening 
weekend.  Kristen also gave a 
presentation on the Afghan Woman’s 
project; the NZ Afghan Women’s Scarf 
was on display at the exhibition. 

After two cancellations because of Covid, 
it was wonderful to finally be able to get 
together to enjoy meeting old friends and 
making new ones.  The exhibition was 
very well received with many positive 
comments from visitors. 

After the exhibition Marg Shaw travelled 
north to Pat George’s studio on the 
beautiful Kaipara Harbour where she ran 
a two-day Fish and Fowl workshop which 
was great fun. 

The New Zealand mosaic community is 
quite small, and we are mostly 
geographically distant from each other so 
we are looking forward to finding ways 
that we can work more closely together, 
both here in NZ and across the ditch. 

Winner of the 1st prize in 3D 
section and 1st prize in the 
Margaret Coupe Award for 
Personality, Observation and 
Storytelling 

"Beau" 
Sharon Pine
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"There's Always One" 
  
 Jane Santos 
 2nd Margaret Coupe award

"Mainly Hataitai" 
  
 Jane Santos 
 2nd Reflections of NZ: Highly commended overall award

NZ Mosaic art National Exhibition 
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"Growth" 
 Paul Harper 
 2nd Pacifica, 2nd First time entrant 

Opus Oracle



"The beginning" 
Sharon Pine, 2nd prize 3D

These three tear drops represent the years 2020-
2021, 2022. I made some little COVID viruses during 
the first lockdown of 2020 and it grew from there. 
These explore the ever changing mutations of COVID 
19 and trying to find beauty among the turmoil.
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Victorian Branch news

Helen Bodycomb 
Victorian rep

Growing Mosaic literacy in Melbourne - Making Good  
18 September, 2022 

We had our last Growing Mosaic Literacy session in September, with guest speakers 
Damian Smith (curator and art critic), Carolina Zanelli (teacher from The Spilimbergo 
School, Italy) and Helen Bodycomb. Together with MC Pamela Irving and a fabulous 
group of attendees - (both in person and on zoom) we gnashed our teeth over what 
makes good art and what makes good mosaic. So much to learn about and so much to 
squabble over! All in good fun, it was fabulous.

‘ 

Happy Spring/Summer everyone! Despite the plagues and 
floods, Victoria has been humming away with various projects 
among our busy bee members. 

"Making Good" wrapped up our 
Growing Mosaic Literacy series of 
three events. They were well 
attended, positively reviewed by 
attendees and we managed to 
achieve a financial break-even 
position at the end. (Phew) 

Carolina Zanelli, mosaicist and teacher. 



Speakers L-R 
Carolina Zanelli,  Damian Smith, Helen Bodycomb and Pamela Irving. 

This has been such an inspiring project, with amazing levels of participation and 
fantastic leadership and coordination – particularly here in Victoria by our 
Exhibitions Coordinator, Barb Uhlenbruch.

Hanging by a Thread- Mosaic for Afghan Women 
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What's happening in your mosaic 
world? 
Drop us a line and tell us all about it 
newsletter@maanz.org.au



Victorian Branch news - Regional Exhibitions

Opus Oracle

Regional Victorian MAANZ members are continuing to kick some big goals with fantastic 
creative collaborations and exhibitions. Mosaic Journeys and Connections are just two. 

"Mosaic Journeys" was a wonderful exhibition held from 2-26 September at Gallery 127 
in Avoca, Central Victoria. With fantastic mosaic works by Christine Baines, Simon 
Harvest, Rhonda McGuiness, Ruth MacLaren, Louise Marson, Amanda Tattam and Judith 
Watson, this was a great show. 

"Connections" was a fantastic 
exhibition (3-20 November) by 
eight of our members from the 
Geelong and Bellarine regions: 
Leanne Holmes, Bev Plowman, 
Cheryl Hann-Woodlock, Ros 
Barwell, Jo Mitchell, Helen 
Hughes, Heather Longley and 
Rose Kviz.  
  
Congratulations to you all on a 
terrific exhibition.



Victorian MAANZ Exhibition 
2022 - FRAGMENTATION

The Vic Branch is very excited to 
be  working towards our 2022 exhibition 
at No Vacancy Gallery, 13-24 December, 
our first since 2018!  

No Vacancy is a prestigious gallery in 
central Melbourne and the timing will 
allow us to gather for an end-of-year 
knees-up as well as make some pre-
Christmas sales!  

The theme is Fragmentation, which can 
be explored in a range of ways – wonky 
shapes, recycled materials, the 
fragmentation of pandemic lives – there 
are so many ways to explore this theme. 
You choose.  

Entry forms are on the MAANZ website. 
We will have a broad range of judging 
categories and prizes- something for 
every skill level so get your mosaics 
started. Entries close on 25 November. 

MAANZ members are invited to make a 
mosaic work responding to the concept of 
fragmentation- eg: using fragments of 
materials , creating a fragment of life or 
thinking about how fragmented our lives 
became in the pandemic through lack of 
connection. Irregular shapes (eg. five 
sides) and innovative substrates and 
tesserae are encouraged but all shapes 
will be accepted.  

• Sculptures will also be accepted and up 
to 2 works per person are possible 

• Size: 2D wall hanging maximum of 
60cm, 15kg weight. 

• 3D free standing sculpture maximum of 
1m, 15kg weight. 

Venue: No Vacancy Gallery 
34-40 Jane Bell Lane 
Melbourne 
Dates: 13- 24 Dec 2022 
  
 Deadline for entries 25 November 

vicrep@maanz.org
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https://www.no-vacancy.com.au/


Members' achievements 

  

Congratulations to Helen Bellino, 
Contemporary Category of the  P
Society Exhibition with her wonde
Egret, made entirely from little bit
that wash up on the beach. Wond

Catherine (Cairo) created this piece 'Tools of the Trade' as 
an entry for a portrait prize competition.  It won second 
place in the Fine Arts competition at the Royal National 
Show (The Ekka) She made it to challenge herself (as 
portraits are hard!).  She used the actual five tools 
depicted in this artwork to create the five tools in the 
artwork (made from glass)!  She chose to include them in 
the piece as a way of telling her story, as she has been 
working with stained glass mosaics for over 25 years. 
Material used: stained glass, Japanese paper under glass, 
beads, thinset background.  

Catherine Conaty (QLD)

Helen Bellino (Victoria)

Opus Oracle



for winning the 
Phillip Island Art 
erful Great White 
ts of white plastic 
derful!

Congratulation to Margot McDougall SA MAANZ 
member who has won the Royal Adelaide Show Mosaic 
Prize for wall hung mosaics for the past two years and 
was the SA Mosaic "Bold and Beautiful" exhibition 
overall winner in 2021. 

This work entitled "Nasturtium’s Winter Warmth" was 
inspired by a photo she took of a wine barrel full of 
nasturtiums in full bloom on a sunny, but cold wintry 
day near the Barossa Valley. It was Margot’s first 
attempt at making her own stained glass by mixing 
shades of yellow orange and red and using an air brush 
to apply the glass paint then kiln-firing to create a 
broad range of warm colours and tone.  

Margot McDougall (Sth Australia)
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Argentinian residency 

In September I was lucky enough to go to 
Buenos Aries with my husband Don to 
attend an Art Residency at Brota, an old 
mansion in the suburb of Palermo. There 
were other artists, a video experimental 
artist from Germany, a contemporary 
artist from South Carolina in USA, and an 
artist from Israel/Canada. Interesting 
discussions about art were held around 
breakfast and dinner. 

The brief from Brota was to respond to 
the environment around, looking at nature 
and the Anthropocene. The focus was 
with the Botanical Gardens and Japanese 
Gardens nearby and then any other 
environments I came across. 

When we went to the Japanese Gardens I 
was interested in the red wooden 
elements that stood out in the beautiful 
environment of blossoms, rock and 
trimmed almost Bonsai trees and ball 
shaped hedges. I decided to paint it in a 
contemporary way.  

I also took some smalti, glue and a 
Perspex base with me and was also on 
the lookout for found objects as we 
walked the streets. 

Bev Plowman, one of the Victorian 
Branch reps is just back from a 
fabulous international residency  
  
 Here’s what she found:

Bev in Buenos Aries with some o
paintings in the background 

Add body textAdd body textAdd body text
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During our stay we also went into the 
Delta of the Parana River and stayed in 
an Eco house dropped by boat, no power 
and no one around. It was a magical 
experience and I painted many little water 
colours and then created a larger canvas. 
We also visited the largest waterfall in the 
world - Iguazu Falls - and this also 
inspired some small works and a larger 
painting. 

Walking around, I found pieces of 
terracotta which had been crushed and 
then used in footpaths, bottle tops and 
metal lids for a mosaic. I made this in the 
last week inspired by the huge parks and 
gardens with amazing statues in central 
Buenos Aires. 

I met some wonderful people and artists, 
saw guachos, many amazing sights and 
created many works inspired by 
Argentina.This was my second residency 
after also going to France in 2019 where I 
was also inspired and now I’m presenting 
the work from that time at Montsalvat 
from 17 November until 8 January.  

An art residency is a wonderful freedom 
to be inspired and have time for your art 
uninterrupted from normal everyday life. 
More time to think, experiment and try 
new things. If you get the chance my 
advice is to go! 

f her 
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Don't fence me in 
On a busy four lane road in Melbourne’s 
southern suburb of Moorabbin, motorists 
and passers by are met with a colourful 
eye-catching mosaic fence outside the 
home of Laima and Bruce Gasgoigne. 

Laima, a long-time MAANZ member, 
embarked on her project in the first COVID 
lockdown in Melbourne and two years on 
it continues to delight and entertain 
people.  
“It kept me sane during COVID,” says 
Laima. 

Rather than start from scratch she 
decided to use some of the left over ‘faces’
from the “Stationary Faces’ community 
project led by Pamela Irving 10 years 
earlier.  

The mosaics were applied to blueboard 
sheet over several months.  

I’ve had a lot of people over time 
comment on how much they enjoy it.  
There are families and others who come 
by. I’ve had notes put in the letter 
box.  and local man who is vision 
impaired loves to come by and touch it. 
His carer says he sees the work through 
touch.    

You can check out the project at 460 
South Road Moorabbin.  
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Laima's fancy fence work at 460 South Road Moorabbin
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Welcome to new members 
South Australia  
Jan Hefferan 
Bev Olive 
Cheryl Rogers 
Cindy Golding 
Kerry Cox 
Jo-anne Trabilsie 
Pauline Clark 
Paul Petkovich  
Hal Robertson 

Western Australia  
Kerry Cox 
Paul Petkovich 
  

Victoria  
Julie Gannon 
Sarah Philpott-Smith 
Colleen Bright 
  
Tasmania  
Fiona Miller 

New South Wales 
Biljana Pop-Stefanija 
Shari Driver 
Imad Muraywed 

New Zealand  
Mary Vinsen 
Debbie Glendinning 

  

MAANZ Committee 2022- 2023  
Ordinary members and committee appointees

Dorothy Burke  
President 

Sharon Pine 
Secretary

Marian Shapiro 
Vice- President and 
Public Officer 

Helen Hughes 
Treasurer

Caitlin Hepworth 
National Exhibition 
Coordinator and 
Education Officer 

David Lacey 
Membership  
Secretary 
 

Amanda Tattam 
Ordinary member 
and  Opus Oracle 
Editor 

Kristin  
Wohlers 
Ordinary member

Sally Alexander  
Ordinary member

Queensland  
Annie Boehm 
Trish Jordan 
Jackie White
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Advertising in the E-mag
Opus Oracle is a valued source of information and news 
for mosaic artists and enthusiasts in Australia, New 
Zealand and elsewhere.  
Our members are always looking for supplies and 
learning opportunities and in our last readership survey, 
over a quarter of respondents said they had bought a 
product or service after seeing an advertisement in our 
e-magazine. 

To book your spot in the November issue see our 
website for rates and sizes. 

Want to tap into resources about mosaics? 
 The members area of our website has previous 
issues of the Opus Oracle, and other information 

that can help you.  

  

 Members' section 
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https://maanz.org/page-paid-members/
https://maanz.org/emag/


--- 

We exist to promote  
 mosaic exhibitions 
mosaics education  

 mosaics making a difference in the community.  

 Membership benefits include 

 Reduced entry fee for MAANZ symposium, exhibitions, 
workshops and other events 

  
 Full access to current and back issues of Opus Oracle  

 Bi-monthly branch newsletter packed with local 
information  

Access to the mentorship program 

You can advertise on the resources page via a 
professional subscription  

 --- 

https://www.facebook.com/Mosaic-Association-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand-MAANZ-114290011965801/
https://www.instagram.com/maanzmosaic
https://www.maanz.org/

